
Rabbit Fence Kit include the following
items:

1x Green 25m x 50cm rabbit net
complete with attached posts.

1x Mains/Battery Powered Fence
Energiser.

1x 25m Energiser to fence lead-out
cable
1x 5m Energiser to ground lead
1x Grounding rod
1x Warning sign.
1x Roll of guy string cord.
4x Guy pegs.

Note: The energiser may also include
an extra red ‘energiser to fence’ lead
and a black ‘energiser to ground’
lead; these are surplus as the kit
includes both a fence lead and earth
cable

Setup Instructions

to order online visit

www.countrystoredirect.com
Or call 01233 712948

For extra nets order part no. EN15195.
For a twin 12V battery pack please order the F1C1
For the larger single battery please order the L75

25m Rabbit Net

Drive ground rod into
damp soil until only 8cm
is left above ground so
that the earth lead can
be attached to it.

Energiser to
Fence lead.

Energiser to
Ground
lead.

Keep weeds and grass
from growing up past the
bottom line of the net.
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1. Decide on  the position of your enclosure. It is not essential
that the two ends of your fence meet (if one side of a square
enclosure is formed by a permanent fence for example) but it does
help to even out the voltage on your fence if you can achieve this.
If you end up with more net than you need for your chosen
perimeter then simply double-back with the ‘spare’ length, do not
leave the ‘spare’ length lying on the ground or leaning against a
building or tree etc. as this will short your fence to earth.  Push the
spikes at the base of the posts into firm ground keeping enough
tension in the fence to keep it standing.  The fence will prove to be
more effective if it is leant at an angle of about 60 degrees
towards the side from which the rabbits are approaching.

2. The energiser is supplied with a 25 metre ‘energiser to fence’
lead-out cable, so place your energiser outside the enclosure
within this distance of your net.  If you are using the mains adaptor
then the socket you use  should be under cover. Strip back both
ends of the lead-out cable and connect one end to the fence
terminal on the energiser and the other end near to the connecting
plate on the end of the Rabbit Net using the joiner supplied.

3. Push the grounding rod into the ground near to the energiser
so that about 8 cm remain above ground, then attach the
‘energiser to ground’ lead to the clamping screw.  Attach the other
end of the ‘energiser to ground’ lead to the earth terminal of the
energiser.

4. At the corners of your enclosure you may need to support
the corner post using the guy strings and ground pegs provided.

If the ground is uneven then it may
be necessary to peg down the
bottom, non- energised line to stop
birds or foxes from getting
underneath.
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The energiser can be powered
either by a 12 volt car or leisure
battery or by using the mains
adaptor provided


